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Abstract

It is well-known that speakers who entrain
to one another have more successful conver-
sations than those who do not. Previous re-
search has shown that interlocutors entrain on
linguistic features in both written and spoken
monolingual domains. More recent work on
code-switched communication has also shown
preliminary evidence of entrainment on cer-
tain aspects of code-switching (CSW). How-
ever, such studies of entrainment in code-
switched domains have been extremely few
and restricted to human-machine textual inter-
actions. Our work studies code-switched spon-
taneous speech between humans, finding that
(1) patterns of written and spoken entrainment
in monolingual settings largely generalize to
code-switched settings, and (2) some patterns
of entrainment on code-switching in dialogue
agent-generated text generalize to spontaneous
code-switched speech. Our findings give rise to
important implications for the potentially "uni-
versal" nature of entrainment as a communica-
tion phenomenon, and potential applications in
inclusive and interactive speech technology.

1 Introduction

When people speak with one another, they often
subconsciously adapt aspects of their communi-
cation style to that of their conversational partner.
Interlocutors who do so perform what is known as
entrainment – also called accommodation, align-
ment, or coordination. This has been shown to
produce more successful conversations than con-
versations without entrainment (Reitter and Moore,
2007; Nenkova et al., 2008). In written and spoken
domains of communication, people entrain on mul-
tiple dimensions of language production: diction
and syntax (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2011),
speaking rate, voice quality, and pause frequency
(Giles et al., 1991; Levitan and Hirschberg, 2011;
Chen et al., 2023), jokes and laughter (Schmidt
et al., 2014), and facial expression and gesture

SA1: pero no la puedes hacer BECAUSE YOU
CAN’T START CHECKING IT.

SB1: pero es que HE IS SO TECHNOLOGICALLY
ADVANCED.

SA2: pero mi PRINTER DOESN’T WORK.

SB2: eh WHAT PRINTER?

Speaker Mean
pitch (Hz)

Speaking rate
(syllables/sec)

A 212 5.71

B 179 4.27

Speaker Mean
pitch (Hz)

Speaking rate
(syllables/sec)

A 159 4.15

B 164 4.31

CSW:A

CSW:A

CSW:I

CSW:O

top-25corpus

top-25corpus
CSW ratio = 0.545

CSW ratio = 0.625

CSW ratio = 0.6

CSW ratio = 0.667

Figure 1: The novelty of our work comes from incor-
porating acoustic-prosodic features in the study of
entrainment in code-switched speech. Here we high-
light the value of identifying multiple dimensions and
feature sets of entrainment in CSW. While entrainment
is evident by inspection of the lexical and CSW strategy
features of the SA1, SB1 interaction (top) (blue = en-
trainment on a frequent word; green = entrainment on al-
ternational CSW), the acoustic-prosodic features are es-
sential for correctly identifying entrainment in the SA2,
SB2 interaction (bottom) (yellow = acoustic-prosodic
entrainment; pink = entrainment on CSW amount; pur-
ple, gray = lack of entrainment on CSW strategy).

(Maurer and Tindall, 1983; Burgoon et al., 2006;
Chartrand and Bargh, 1999), among others. How-
ever, most of these findings come from studies on
monolingual communication, which is much sim-
pler to analyze than multilingual alternatives since
there is no need to identify which language is being
spoken for each word or phrase – a challenging
task applicable to most multilingual corpora.

This evidence of monolingual entrainment in
prior research suggests that, when multilingual
speakers converse, they may also entrain to one
another in aspects of multilingual language produc-
tion such as code-switching (CSW), which occurs
when a speaker alternates between one language
and another in written or spoken communication
(Poplack, 1980). There has been relatively little
work on investigating entrainment in code-switched
domains, particularly in speech production, leaving
open the question of how entrainment occurs in
such multilingual settings. Answers to this ques-



tion would be useful for understanding the conver-
sations of the majority of speakers in the world
who speak more than one language (Grosjean and
Li, 2013) and could inform future innovation in
inclusive and interactive speech technology.

We aim to fill this gap by studying how entrain-
ment manifests itself in naturalistic code-switched
speech between humans. We first focus on Spanish-
English CSW, which is common in Hispanic com-
munities in the United States, by examining the
lexical, acoustic-prosodic, and multilingual charac-
teristics of the Bangor Miami code-switched con-
versations (Deuchar, 2011) (Figure 1). Our main
contributions from doing so are (1) adapting met-
rics of entrainment previously used in monolingual
settings to multilingual ones. We study lexical and
acoustic-prosodic entrainment in a code-switched
setting and find evidence that entrainment occurs in
multilingual domains just as it does in monolingual
ones. (2) We identify CSW patterns of entrainment
in spontaneous human-human speech to inform the
design of interactive speech technology capable
of both understanding and appropriately respond-
ing to code-switched speech in a human-like way.
(3) We also create an updated version of the origi-
nal Bangor Miami corpus, where the audio data is
cleaned of background noise and the textual data
includes new annotations. We make this updated
corpus publicly available to the research commu-
nity.1

2 Related work and Research questions

Entrainment in monolingual domains. Much
work has been done on entrainment in text and
speech in monolingual domains. Levitan and
Hirschberg (2011) proposed an early framework
for measuring entrainment in speech, distinguish-
ing entrainment at the turn-level from entrainment
at the conversation-level and identifying multiple
ways of entraining, including proximity, conver-
gence, and synchrony. Separate from this frame-
work for measuring acoustic-prosodic entrainment
are count-based and probabilistic measures applied
often in studies of lexical entrainment. Nenkova
et al. (2008) introduced several relative, symmet-
ric metrics for computing lexical entrainment over
word classes, which were applied and extended in
Weise et al. (2021). Gravano et al. (2014) studied

1https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1Ty2WzGwSiolDeN7J9yK5r6XCoMrUowQa?
usp=sharing

prosodic entrainment over ToBI elements, using a
perplexity-based method for calculating asymmet-
ric coordination on the textual form of prosodic
features. Greater evidence of entrainment has been
correlated with greater task success and improved
social outcomes (Reitter and Moore, 2007; Lev-
itan et al., 2012). Analysis of entrainment pat-
terns in relation to speakers’ demographic char-
acteristics has revealed interactions with gender
dynamics (Bilous and Krauss, 1988; Levitan et al.,
2012; Cabarrão et al., 2016) and power differentials
(Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2011). Although
some work has studied entrainment in languages
other than English, few have examined entrainment
in multilingual contexts where CSW occurs, giv-
ing rise to our first research question: RQ1: Do
previously established patterns of entrainment in
monolingual settings generalize to code-switched
settings – is entrainment a universal phenomenon
of spoken communication? Do language behaviors
found in monolingual communication also occur
in code-switched communication?

Entrainment for CSW. Recent work on entrain-
ment has begun to explore code-switched domains,
but most studies have been restricted to the textual
modality. Kootstra et al. (2010) found that Dutch-
English speakers entrain on CSW more when their
interlocutor has just code-switched, and that they
use shared word order in order to code-switch then,
focusing entirely on lexical entrainment. Soto et al.
(2018) examined only convergence of the amount
of CSW that occurs between two Spanish-English
speakers over the course of a conversation, analyz-
ing speech transcripts. Similarly, Ahn et al. (2020)
and Parekh et al. (2020) studied entrainment of
CSW strategies in human-computer communica-
tion in Spanish-English and Hindi-English respec-
tively, distinguishing between relatively simple in-
sertional (inserting a single code-switched word
or short phrase into an otherwise monolingual ut-
terance, e.g. Todos estamos con un calor y WORK-
ING.) and more complex alternational (CSW oc-
curring at grammatical clause boundaries, e.g. No
tienes que pagar mucho porque YOU DON’T HAVE
THE CHECK.) code-switches. Given the nature
of human-machine dialogue systems, this work
was also restricted to analysis of written interac-
tions. The findings of these studies beg the ques-
tion: how does entrainment manifest in naturalistic
code-switched speech between humans, leading
to our second research question: RQ2: Do pat-

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ty2WzGwSiolDeN7J9yK5r6XCoMrUowQa?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ty2WzGwSiolDeN7J9yK5r6XCoMrUowQa?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ty2WzGwSiolDeN7J9yK5r6XCoMrUowQa?usp=sharing


terns of entrainment in code-switched text (some of
which is produced by virtual dialogue agents) gen-
eralize to code-switched spontaneous speech? Do
code-switched language behaviors depend on the
modality of language production and/or the nature
of the interlocutor, and are there similarly general-
izable characteristics of CSW that are independent
of these conversational factors?

3 Corpus

We examine the Bangor Miami corpus of infor-
mal conversations (Deuchar, 2011).2 This corpus
is composed of a mix of monolingual and code-
switched English and Spanish spontaneous speech,
along with transcripts of these, as produced by 84
unique bilingual Spanish-English speakers living
in Miami, Florida. The corpus contains 35 hours of
recorded conversation and 242,475 words of tran-
scribed text. The transcribed text comes manually
annotated with word-level language identification
labels for each utterance in each conversation. The
complete corpus consists of 56 conversations, with
the number of speakers per conversation ranging
between one and four. Of these, 39 are dyadic
conversations (i.e. conversations that involve ex-
actly two speakers) that contain code-switched ut-
terances. We restrict our investigation to the 20
hours of these conversations only.

4 Method

Preprocessing: data annotation. We begin by
annotating the Bangor Miami corpus to identify
the different CSW strategies used by speakers in
the filtered corpus of 39 dyadic conversations. We
accomplish this by inspection of the conversation
transcripts. We first automatically label each utter-
ance of each conversation’s transcript for whether
it is code-switched or monolingual, based on its
word-level language tags. Two annotators fluent in
Spanish and English then perform additional man-
ual annotations on the code-switched utterances to
distinguish between insertional (I), alternational
(A), and "other" (O) forms of CSW.3 The annota-
tors define "other" CSW as the strategy used in any
utterance where a code-switched filler word such
as okay or pues appears at the outset or end of a
sentence whose remainder is monolingual in the op-

2This corpus is made available under the GNU General
Public License version 3 or later.

3When the annotators disagree on a label, they discuss their
reasoning with each other until the disagreement is resolved.

posite language. We find that 95% of utterances in
the filtered corpus are monolingual. Among the 5%
of utterances in the corpus that are code-switched,
72% of these use insertional CSW, 13% use alter-
national CSW, and 18% use "other" CSW (some
code-switched utterances use more than one CSW
strategy).

Preprocessing: denoising audio data. Next,
we handle the babble noise (i.e. the kind of back-
ground noise often heard in restaurants, bars, or
airports) present in most of the corpus’ audio files,
to ensure reliable downstream feature extraction
and analysis. To achieve this, we create a denoising
pipeline. This is a two-step process that consists
of first applying to each audio file a Conformer-
based Metric Generative Adversarial Network (Cao
et al., 2022), which enhances the magnitude and
spectrogram features of a speech signal, followed
by using Audacity’s publicly-available noise re-
duction tools. This approach effectively reduces
background noise while preserving the integrity of
the speech signal,4 as evidenced by our calculated
speech-to-noise (SNR) ratio in each denoised au-
dio file exceeding 30 dB, the threshold for clean
speech signals (How is the SNR of a speech exam-
ple defined?). The mean, mode, and median SNR
in the corpus post-denoising are 54.3dB, 74.7dB,
and 56.3dB respectively. These are significant im-
provements over the pre-denoising mean, mode,
and median SNR of 29.3dB, 35.6dB, and 29.3dB
respectively. We share this newly cleaned version
of the corpus with the spoken language processing
community.

Measuring entrainment across feature sets.
Following the preprocessing of the corpus, we cal-
culate several measures of entrainment across lexi-
cal, acoustic-prosodic, and CSW feature sets. The
lexical feature set includes the following word
classes, as in Nenkova et al. (2008): most fre-
quent words within the corpus (top-100 and top-
25), most frequent words within each conversa-
tion (top-25), affirmative cue words (e.g. alright,
gotcha, okay, uh-huh, yeah, and their respective
Spanish equivalents), and filled pauses (e.g. uh,
um, mm, and their respective Spanish equivalents).
See Appendix A for the full list of affirmative cue

4Note that we conducted spot checks during data prepro-
cessing where the first three authors listened to a subset of
individual cleaned audio files, visually compared noisy and de-
noised waveforms for consistency, and ensured that extracted
acoustic-prosodic features were consistent with the waveforms
before and after denoising.

 http://bangortalk.org.uk
http://gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html
http://gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html
https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/noise_reduction.html


words and filled pauses considered. Note that both
Spanish and English words are members of each
of the above word classes. Our experiments on
these lexical features of the corpus use Equation 1
to calculate entrainment in each of the word classes
W under investigation.

entr(SA, SB) = −
∑
w∈W

|countSA(w)

ALLSA

− countSB (w)

ALLSB

|

(1)

This equation was first proposed in Nenkova
et al. (2008). It defines entrainment between two
speakers SA and SB on a particular word class
W as the negated absolute value of the difference
between the fraction of times a particular word
w ∈ W is used by SA and SB , summed over all
the words in W .

We also compute lexical entrainment on over-
all language use in the corpus, adopting the
method used by Gravano et al. (2014). We use the
speech transcripts of each speaker as training data
for estimating a Kneser-Essen-Ney smoothed tri-
gram model, using the KenLM toolkit for this task,
and resulting in 78 such trigram models — two for
each conversation in the corpus. For each conver-
sation, we evaluate the trained model for SA by
computing its perplexity on the speech transcripts
of SB . The negated perplexity value produces an
entrainment score reflecting how much SA entrains
to SB . We do the same perplexity calculations
in the opposite direction to obtain an entrainment
score for how much SB entrains to SA. The lower
the perplexity, the greater the entrainment.

The members of the acoustic-prosodic feature
set for each utterance are: minimum, mean, max-
imum, and standard deviation in pitch; min-
imum, mean, maximum, and standard devia-
tion in intensity; jitter; shimmer; harmonics-to-
noise ratio (HNR); and speaking rate, measured
in syllables per second. We extract these acoustic-
prosodic features automatically using the Parsel-
mouth Python library (Jadoul et al., 2018) for the
Praat software (Boersma and Weenink, 2021), with
all parameters set to their default values. We define
the set of CSW features such that, for each utter-
ance, we examine the binary presence of CSW
(coded as 0 for monolingual utterances or 1 for
code-switched ones), the amount of CSW (nor-
malized by the word length of the utterance; this
produces a CSW ratio), and the strategy of CSW
used (I, A, or O for code-switched utterances; -1
for monolingual utterances). For our experiments

on the acoustic-prosodic and CSW feature sets,
we calculate entrainment in terms of proximity
(the absolute similarity of a feature over an en-
tire turn/conversation), convergence (the degree
to which a feature becomes more similar over the
course of a conversation), and synchrony (turn-by-
turn relative coordination between interlocutors,
as when speakers have different pitch ranges but
raise and lower their pitch similarly to their partner)
at the turn- and conversation-level, following the
methods used in Levitan and Hirschberg (2011).

For turn-level proximity, we perform calcula-
tions in the following way. For each target speaker
turn, we compute a partner difference (Equation 2)
and other difference (Equation 3), such that turnp

is adjacent to the target turn and uttered by the
target turn speaker’s conversational partner, and
turni is uttered by the target turn speaker’s con-
versational partner but is not adjacent to the target
turn, for ten random turns. We compare partner dif-
ferences and other differences with a paired t-test.
We infer proximity when partner differences from
the prior speaker turn are smaller than differences
from other speaker turns.

differencepartner = |turnt − turnp| (2)

differenceother =

∑10

i=1
|turnt − turni|

10
(3)

For turn-level convergence, we compute the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the ab-
solute value of the difference between adjacent
turns and the turn number, which effectively mea-
sures time elapsed in the conversation. We in-
fer strong, moderate, or weak convergence from
Pearson’s coefficients r ≥ 0.7, 0.5 ≤ r < 0.7,
and 0 < r < 0.5, respectively. We infer strong,
moderate, and weak divergence from Pearson’s
coefficients r ≤ −0.7, −0.7 < r ≤ −0.5, and
−0.5 < r < 0, respectively.

For turn-level synchrony, we compute the Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient between adjacent turns
from different speakers, testing for significance
with a two-sided t-test. We infer strong, moderate,
and weak synchrony from Pearson’s coefficients
r ≥ 0.7, 0.5 ≤ r < 0.7, and 0 < r < 0.5, re-
spectively. We infer strong, moderate, and weak
asynchrony from Pearson’s coefficients r ≤ −0.7,
−0.7 < r ≤ −0.5, and −0.5 < r < 0, respec-
tively.

For conversation-level proximity, we use
paired t-tests on two sets of differences. For each



speaker, we calculate a partner difference (the dif-
ference between the speaker’s value for a particular
feature and that of their partner) and an other dif-
ference (the mean of the differences between the
speaker’s value and the values of each speaker in
the corpus who was not their interlocutor). We in-
fer proximity when partner differences are smaller
than other differences.

For conversation-level convergence, we split
each conversation into two halves. In each half, we
calculate each speaker’s mean value for a particular
feature. We then compare differences in speaker
mean values in the first half to their differences in
mean values in the second half using a paired t-test.
We infer convergence when the differences in the
second half are significantly smaller.

We perform z-score normalization by speaker
on all acoustic-prosodic features prior to any en-
trainment calculation to account for each individual
speaker’s natural pitch range and voice qualities.

5 Experiments

5.1 Interlocutors entrain on lexical features of
CSW conversations

We begin our investigation of lexical entrainment
on the conversations of the Bangor Miami corpus
by using Equation 1 to compute a single entrain-
ment score for each conversation, aggregated over
each word class. We test for statistical significance
using paired t-tests for each word class and com-
pare entrainment scores between conversational
partners to mean entrainment scores between non-
partners. For the top-100 words within the corpus
and affirmative cues, all 39 conversations in the
corpus show significant evidence of lexical entrain-
ment (t = 19.2; p = 4.50e− 31 and t = 8.26; p =
3.21e − 12, respectively). For the top-25 words
within the corpus, most frequent words within each
conversation, and filled pauses, 38 conversations
in the corpus show significant evidence of lexi-
cal entrainment (t = 18.6, p = 3.14e − 30; t =
13.4, p = 7.20e − 22; t = 8.84, p = 2.42e − 13,
respectively).

Having considered several pre-defined word
classes, we next investigate entrainment on overall
language use. When including out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words in our calculations, we find that all
but one conversation in the corpus shows evidence
of each speaker entraining to their partner’s overall
language use as quantified by perplexity. We test
the significance of this result using a paired t-test to

Figure 2: Proximity at the turn-level. Significant
acoustic-prosodic features are indicated by * and dark
orange bars. See Table 7 in Appendix A for t and p-
values corresponding to each feature.

compare perplexity scores between conversational
partners to the mean of perplexity scores between
non-partners for each speaker in the corpus, yield-
ing t = −11.9 and p = 3.58e− 19. When exclud-
ing OOV words in our calculations, we find that 68
of out 78 possible (conversation, partner) com-
binations show evidence of within-conversation en-
trainment on overall language use. In other words,
in 29 out of 39 conversations both speakers are
entraining to their conversational partner, while in
the remaining 10 conversations only one speaker is
entraining to their interlocutor. As above, we test
the significance of this result using a paired t-test,
yielding t = −8.73 and p = 4.06e− 13.

5.2 Interlocutors entrain on most
acoustic-prosodic features of CSW
conversations

Following our investigation of lexical features, we
perform experiments to measure acoustic-prosodic
entrainment on the conversations of the Bangor
Miami corpus. In terms of proximity at the turn-
level, we find that the majority of conversations
show statistically significant evidence of entrain-
ment in terms of proximity on the majority of
acoustic-prosodic features (Figure 2). Similarly,
in terms of convergence at the turn-level, the ma-
jority of conversations show statistically signifi-
cant evidence of entrainment in the same direction
on all of the acoustic-prosodic features under in-
vestigation (Figure 3). However, we do not find
significant evidence of turn-level synchrony nor
conversation-level proximity or convergence of the
acoustic-prosodic features.

Since we mainly find evidence of turn-level en-



Figure 3: Convergence at the turn-level. All acoustic-
prosodic features are significant. The percentage
of weakly diverging conversations for each acoustic-
prosodic feature is the difference between the percent-
age of weakly converging conversations and 100.

trainment on the acoustic-prosodic features, we
additionally compare entrainment between turns at
the start, middle, and end of conversations. Doing
so, we find greater entrainment in terms of turn-
level proximity in the initial third of conversations
(i.e. greater number of conversations satisfying en-
trainment conditions) compared to the final third of
conversations; these results are significant for min-
imum, mean, and maximum pitch, and maximum
intensity. We also find greater entrainment in terms
of turn-level convergence in both the initial and
middle third of conversations (i.e. greater Pearson
correlation coefficients) compared to the final third
of conversations, across acoustic-prosodic features,
all of which are significant. These more granular
turn-level results align with our expectations and
previous conversation-level convergence results, as
greater entrainment in earlier parts of a conversa-
tion compared to later parts indicates an absence of
conversation-level convergence by definition.

5.3 Interlocutors entrain on most CSW
features of CSW conversations

Our final set of quantitative experiments measure
entrainment in terms of a number of CSW char-
acteristics of the conversations of the Bangor Mi-
ami corpus. We start with entrainment on the
presence of CSW. In terms of proximity at the
turn-level, we find that 29 of the 39 conversations
in the corpus show evidence of entrainment on the
presence of CSW. A paired t-test shows that this is
statistically significant (t = −2.420; p = 0.0155).
We similarly find that 21 conversations are weakly
synchronous at the turn-level (two-sided t-test
p = 0.0001), and 32 conversations show prox-

imity at the conversation-level (t = −3.402;
p = 0.001). However, we find limited evidence
of convergence at the turn- or conversation-level,
likely because speakers entrain in proximity quite
rapidly.

Next, we turn to entrainment on the amount
of CSW used in the Bangor Miami conversations.
We find proximity at the turn-level, where 33 con-
versations show statistically significant evidence
of entrainment on the amount of CSW performed
(t = −2.153; p = 0.0314), and proximity at the
conversation-level, where 34 conversations show
significant evidence of entrainment (t = −2.470;
p = 0.0157). We also find that 1 conversation is
moderately synchronous and 21 others are weakly
synchronous, however this result is not statistically
significant (p = 0.590). As above, we find no
significant evidence of turn- or conversation-level
convergence on amount of CSW, as these conversa-
tional partners entrain in proximity quite rapidly.

Finally, we consider entrainment on CSW
strategies. In this set of experiments, we perform
separate calculations for each possible strategy (in-
sertional, alternational, or "other" CSW). We find
proximity at the conversation-level on alterna-
tional CSW only, with 29 conversations showing
statistically significant evidence of entrainment on
this particular strategy (t = −3.378; p = 0.001).
We also find significant synchrony at the turn-
level on insertional CSW, with 22 weakly syn-
chronous conversations (p = 1.528e− 05). We do
not find significant evidence of turn-level proximity
or convergence nor evidence of conversation-level
convergence for any of the CSW strategies. As a
whole, our set of results on strategies of CSW is
largely consistent with those on the other character-
istics of code-switched conversations.

As with the acoustic-prosodic features, we com-
pare entrainment between turns at the start, mid-
dle, and end of conversations. We find greater
entrainment in terms of turn-level proximity and
synchrony in the middle third of conversations com-
pared to the final third of conversations for CSW
presence and CSW amount. We also find greater
entrainment in terms of turn-level synchrony in
both the initial and middle third of conversations
compared to the final third of conversations across
all CSW strategies, all of which at least approach
significance. As before, these granular turn-level
results are reasonable as they align with a lack of
conversation-level convergence on CSW features.



5.4 Same-gender interlocutors entrain more
than opposite-gender interlocutors

We finally perform a qualitative analysis of our
results in relation to the gender of the speakers in
conversations that showed significant evidence of
entrainment. We particularly distinguish between
same-gender (FF or MM) conversations and mixed-
gender (FM) conversations. Our comparisons are
weighted to account for there being 24 same-gender
conversations, but only 15 mixed-gender ones.5

Across all three feature sets, we generally find
that there are equal or more same-gender conver-
sations than mixed-gender conversations among
those conversations that show evidence of entrain-
ment on all lexical features except fillers (Table 1),
turn-level convergence on acoustic-prosodic fea-
tures (Table 2), conversation-level proximity on all
CSW features (Table 4), and turn-level synchrony
on amount of CSW (Table 5). An example conver-
sation snippet from a pair of interlocutors showing
some of these entraining characteristics is the in-
teraction in Figure 1 between SA1 and SB1, who
are both female, where we see lexical entrainment
on a frequent word and proximity on presence and
strategy of CSW.

However, the opposite is true for conversations
that show evidence of turn-level proximity on
acoustic-prosodic features (Table 3), turn-level
proximity on binary presence and amount of CSW
(Table 6), and turn-level synchrony on presence and
strategy of CSW. An example conversation snippet
from a pair of interlocutors showing some of these
entraining characteristics is the interaction in Fig-
ure 1 between SA2, who is female, and SB2, who is
male, where we see proximity on acoustic-prosodic
features and presence and amount of CSW.

Examining same-gender conversations more
granularly, we notice that when there are more
same-gender conversations than mixed-gender con-
versations among the significantly entraining con-
versations, either the proportion of FF conversa-
tions is greater than MM conversations or these are
roughly equal within same-gender conversations.
No such obvious pattern exists when there are more
mixed-gender conversations than same-gender con-
versations among the significantly entraining con-
versations.6

5If all conversations in the corpus are significantly en-
training on a particular feature, same-gender conversations
and mixed-gender conversations would each get a maximum
weighted percentage of 50.

6Within the set of mixed-gender conversations, female and

Feature %w (FF+MM) %w FM
Top-100 (corpus) 50 50
Top-25 (corpus) 50 46.7
Top-25 (conv) 50 46.7

Cues 50 50
Fillers 47.9 50

Overall incl. OOVs 50 46.7
Overall excl. OOVs 41.7 30

Table 1: Weighted percentage (%w) of same-gender
(FF+MM) and mixed-gender (FM) conversations among
significantly entraining conversations, separated by lexi-
cal feature.

Feature %w (FF+MM) %w FM
Min. pitch 37.5 23.3
Mean pitch 41.7 23.3
Max. pitch 31.3 30
SD pitch 27.1 43.3

Min. intens. 29.2 36.7
Mean intens. 35.4 23.3
Max. intens. 33.3 33.3
SD intens. 27.1 43.3

Jitter 33.3 20
Shimmer 33.3 13.3

HNR 35.4 13.3
SR 31.3 16.7

Table 2: Weighted percentage (%w) of same-gender
(FF+MM) and mixed-gender (FM) conversations among
significantly converging conversations at the turn-level,
separated by acoustic-prosodic feature.

Feature %w (FF+MM) %w FM
Min. pitch 37.5 40
Mean pitch 39.6 50
Min. intens. 25 26.7
Mean intens. 35.4 36.7
Max. intens. 35.4 36.7

HNR 27.1 33.3
SR 35.4 33.3

Table 3: Weighted percentage (%w) of same-gender
(FF+MM) and mixed-gender (FM) conversations among
significantly proximate conversations at the turn-level,
separated by acoustic-prosodic feature.



Feature %w (FF+MM) %w FM
CSW pres. 45.8 33.3
CSW amt. 47.9 36.7
CSW strat. 39.6 33.3

Table 4: Weighted percentage (%w) of same-gender
(FF+MM) and mixed-gender (FM) conversations
among significantly proximate conversations at the
conversation-level, separated by CSW feature.

Feature %w (FF+MM) %w FM
CSW pres. 25 30
CSW amt 31.3 23.3
CSW strat. 27.1 30

Table 5: Weighted percentage (%w) of same-gender
(FF+MM) and mixed-gender (FM) conversations among
significantly synchronous conversations at the turn-level,
separated by CSW feature.

6 Discussion

From our experiments on the lexical features of
code-switched conversations, we find statistically
significant evidence of lexical entrainment across
all of the word classes considered, as well as on
overall language use within the corpus. We now
briefly discuss why some speakers do not entrain
to their interlocutors’ overall language use even
though their interlocutors entrain to theirs. Prior
research suggests that power differentials between
speakers and other sociolinguistic factors tend to
have an influence on such asymmetric entrain-
ing behavior, e.g. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.
(2011). We suspect that L2 speaker proficiency
could additionally play a role in this, although this
has not yet been explored, to our knowledge, be-
cause existing data sets do not include this infor-
mation. This is an interesting direction for further
work, and we plan to collect the relevant demo-
graphic data for inclusion in our future studies of
entrainment in code-switching between different

male speakers were about equally likely to initiate CSW, with
female interlocutors doing so in 8 of 15 such conversations.

Feature %w (FF+MM) %w FM
CSW pres. 35.4 40
CSW amt 39.6 46.7

Table 6: Weighted percentage (%w) of same-gender
(FF+MM) and mixed-gender (FM) conversations among
significantly proximate conversations at the turn-level,
separated by CSW feature.

language pairs. Overall, our findings are consistent
with prior work on lexical entrainment in monolin-
gual settings, e.g. Weise et al. (2021), suggesting
that the expected entraining behaviors previously
observed in monolingual conversations also occur
in code-switched settings, with potential implica-
tions for the cross-lingual nature of entrainment as
a linguistic phenomenon.

Our experiments on acoustic-prosodic features
provide evidence of entrainment in terms of turn-
level proximity and convergence. As with the lex-
ical features we investigated, this finding aligns
with prior work on monolingual domains, e.g. Lev-
itan and Hirschberg (2011), though we acknowl-
edge that these authors additionally found vary-
ing degrees of significant entrainment in terms of
conversation-level proximity and convergence and
turn-level synchrony. We suspect that this differ-
ence might be due to the undirected nature of the
data we use, unlike the task-oriented conversations
Levitan and Hirschberg studied. Nevertheless, we
still see indications of patterns of local entrainment
in monolingual conversations generalizing to code-
switched conversations.

We generally find consistent evidence of proxim-
ity at the turn- and conversation-level on the CSW
features of the Bangor Miami conversations. With
respect to the presence of CSW, we find turn- and
conversation-level proximity and turn-level syn-
chrony. Though we find limited evidence of con-
vergence at the turn- or conversation-level on CSW
presence, our results suggest that speakers are en-
training to one another in a way that surfaces as
one speaker’s choice to code-switch in speech en-
couraging the other to choose the same and vary
in turn. These results are mirrored in our experi-
ments on the amount of CSW, where we continue
to observe that speakers seem to match one an-
other’s CSW behavior, specifically in terms of the
quantity of code-switched utterances used within
a turn, and the variation of the same across turns.
Finally, from our experiments on CSW strategies,
we find significant synchrony at the turn-level on
insertional CSW, and significant proximity at the
conversation-level on alternational CSW. The first
of these findings mirrors the trend we see in en-
trainment with respect to the presence of CSW.
Since insertional CSW is a strategy lacking strict
syntactic structure, when speakers mimic their in-
terlocutors’ variation in CSW in conversation, us-
ing insertional CSW is a simple way to achieve



this kind of entrainment. This finding also aligns
with that of Ahn et al. (2020), who similarly found
this CSW strategy to show the most entrainment
in human-machine written interaction. The sec-
ond of these findings is more interesting, however,
because alternational CSW requires knowledge of
both languages’ syntax and is, by definition, the
most structured strategy for speakers to employ.
This probably makes it easier for interlocutors to
notice and mimic in comparison to insertional or
other CSW. We particularly highlight this finding
because significant evidence of entrainment on al-
ternational CSW has not been found in previous
work on written CSW, which suggests that there
may be a key difference in how CSW and subse-
quent entrainment behaviors are produced in the
spoken versus written modality.

Finally, our preliminary qualitative gender
analysis shows a slight skew toward entrainment
taking place in same-gender conversations over
mixed-gender ones. Compared to prior work that
has considered the role of speaker gender in en-
trainment behavior, both Bilous and Krauss (1988)
and Levitan et al. (2012) found more entrainment
in mixed-gender pairs than same-gender pairs, but
these were on task-oriented monolingual conversa-
tions. Our opposing results may suggest that the
linguistic differences between task-oriented and
undirected spontaneous speech (e.g. as detailed
in Pilán et al. (2023)) carry through to differences
in entrainment behaviors in these differing conver-
sational settings, but further work is required to
confirm or refute this.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have found that patterns of en-
trainment originally seen in monolingual domains
are also present in a code-switched setting (RQ1).
This is shown in particular by our experiments on
lexical and acoustic-prosodic features of a corpus
of code-switched conversations.We also find evi-
dence of entrainment on measures of CSW — our
work is the first to study entrainment in the con-
text of spontaneous code-switched speech. While
some patterns of entrainment previously found in
code-switched written interactions are also present
in spontaneous speech (RQ2), we have found addi-
tional ones that suggest a fundamental difference in
CSW and corresponding entraining behaviors be-
tween modalities. We particularly find differences
in the dimensions over which entrainment occurs

in code-switched settings depending on the aspect
of language production under consideration — i.e.
turn-level proximity and convergence on acoustic-
prosodic features, versus turn- and conversation-
level proximity on CSW features — which points to
the importance of examining multiple dimensions
of entrainment when conducting analyses across
feature sets. Our preliminary gender analysis simi-
larly shows possible differences in entrainment be-
tween undirected and task-oriented speech. While
we have uncovered these distinctions, we plan to
study them further in order to identify the reasons
behind them in future work. Overall, these results
provide promising implications for the potential
"universal" nature of entrainment as a paralinguis-
tic communication phenomenon that may be inde-
pendent of monolingual versus multilingual lan-
guage production.7 We hope this work will serve
as a stepping stone for informing the design of
spoken language technology applications, partic-
ularly in the generation of more naturalistic and
context-appropriate code-switched utterances by
voice assistants.

Limitations

In our work, we focused only on a single language
pair, Spanish-English. Though we are excited
about the potential implications of our findings,
we acknowledge the need to extend our method to
additional language pairs, ideally involving differ-
ent language families, in order to test the robustness
of our claim of generalizability. We intend to carry
out this work in a future study.

We also acknowledge that there are alternative
ways of operationalizing certain measures of en-
trainment, e.g. synchrony as done in Reichel et al.
(2018), as well as alternative frameworks of en-
trainment, e.g. the static versus dynamic entrain-
ment framework of Wynn and Borrie (2022). We
chose to follow Levitan and Hirschberg (2011)
most closely for this first step towards understand-
ing entrainment in CSW contexts, and will consider
these alternatives in future work.

Separately, it could have been interesting to in-

7We acknowledge that the findings of previous work such
as Levitan (2020) add nuance to the interpretation of our find-
ings and to this claim, as entrainment is not guaranteed across
all dimensions studied, even in monolingual data sets. How-
ever, we also note that it is typical of entrainment studies
to find evidence of entrainment along some, but not all, fea-
tures under investigation (e.g. Levitan and Hirschberg (2011),
Weise et al. (2021), Chen et al. (2023)), as in both Levitan
(2020) and our work.



clude the semantic dimension of entrainment in
our work, as did Kejriwal and Štefan Beňuš (2023).
However, reliable embeddings are difficult to ob-
tain for code-switched language. Future work
might address this difficulty and investigate the
incorporation of representations such as mBERT
embeddings for this.

Ethics Statement

This study was conducted on secondary data only,
and did not require human experiments. We did not
access any information that could uniquely identify
individual users within the corpus, as its original
creators had de-identified all speakers as outlined in
the documentation of the data set. Though we did
not collect the data used in this work, we note that
all participants in the original corpus had explicitly
consented to sharing the data that we analyze in
our study.

We believe this work is important because of its
potential to inform the improvement of interactive
speech technology that is capable of entraining to
multilingual speakers in an appropriate and natural
way, a quality of speech technology that users have
been shown to prefer (e.g., as in Branigan et al.
(2010)).
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A Appendix

A.1 Lexical word classes
The members of the affirmative cues word class are:
alright, gotcha, huh, mm-hm, okay, right, uh-huh,
yeah, yep, yes, yup, aja, claro, dale, ooh, sí, vale,
venga, as well as their spelling variants, e.g. uhuh
and aha for uh-huh, yah for yeah, etc.

The members of the filled pauses word class are:
ah, ahem, ay, eh, ehm, er, hmm, hmf, mm, pues, uff,
uh, um, as well as their spelling variants, e.g. mmm
for mm, errr for er, etc.

Feature % of entraining convs (t-, p-val)
Min. pitch 76.9 (-2.14, 0.032)
Mean pitch 87.2 (-3.69, 0.000)
Max. pitch 84.6 (-1.71, 0.088)
SD pitch 71.8 (-0.928, 0.353)

Min. intensity 51.3 (-2.04, 0.041)
Mean intensity 71.8 (-3.93, 8.49e-5)
Max. intensity 71.8 (-4.45, 8.79e-6)

SD intensity 69.2 (-1.15, 0.249)
Jitter 89.7 (-0.90, 0.37)

Shimmer 82.1 (-1.46, 0.14)
HNR 59.0 (-2.61, 0.009)

Speaking rate 69.2 (-2.25, 0.025)

Table 7: Proximity at the turn-level. Significant acoustic-
prosodic features are bolded.
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